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ABSTRACT 

An interpretation, proposed by Juat, of field 

theory in the formulation of Wlghtman ia considered. Based 

on infinitely differentiable wave functions of compact sup

port, this interpretation implies a unique association of 

a wave function with each observable state, and therefore 

allows a definition of the transition probability between 

two states which satisfies causality. For single free par

ticle states, a calculation of the transition probability 

using gauasian wave functions shows that this interpreta

tion establishes the conservation of momentum, the 

existence of the classical trajectory, and the quantum 

mechanical spreading of the wave packet. Also, a more com

plicated mass distribution yielding two particles is 

disc ussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the "general theory of quantized fields" as 

initiated by Wightman,"*" one proceeds from basic assump

tions which look physically reasonable, to surprisingly 

2 
general and far reaching conclusions. But the interpre-

tation of this theory established thus far is based 

exclusively on "asymptotio" states, defined only in the 

infinite past and infinite future, and therefore describ

ing only absolutely stable objects. A more general 

interpretation has been attempted by Just,^ who ascribes 

the support of the wave funotion to that region of space-

time occupied by the apparatus which determines this 

function. Thus, such wave functions have compaot support. 

This assumption is based on the recognition that any 

measurement occupies a finite four dimensional region in 

space-time. From a poaitivist point of view, this faot 

should be incorporated into both the theory and the logic 

of its interpretation. Calculational simplifications may 

then be employed, but are to be distinguished from funda

mental requirements of nature. Just has shown, based on 

the above assumption, that a unique association between 

a state and its wave function is implied. This leads 

naturally to a distinction between observable and 

1 



unobservable states, and to an Interpretation of the 

transition probability between two states which is con

sistent with intuitive concepts of causality. Thus, 

although' saying nothing new about the dynamics of a field 

theory, this interpretation allows one to describe realia-

tio observations (for example, of unstable particles). 

Its validity, of course, should be determined by its 

consequences. 

Whereas the dynamical elements of the theory, the 

Wightman distributions, are in general not known expli

citly, certain simple forma may be studied. The purpose 

of this paper is to investigate the oonsequences of this 

interpretation for some simple caaes. Only states obtained 

from single scalar fields v/ill be considered. The transi

tion probability between free partiole states, and the 

conservation of momentum for these transitions will be 

treated, for simple mass spectra, in the non-relativiatio 

and relativiatic approximations. Finally, a more compli

cated maas spectrum yielding two particles will be 

considered. 



CHAPTER 2 

AXIOMS OF THEORY AND INTERPRETATION 

The usual axioms of field theory2 are adopted in 

4 
the manner of Juat in the following format 

1. In a Hilbert apace "}(, of atatea V , 

there are operatora Af =• ̂ {(>0 A(x) dK depending on 

functiona •? 6 S (infinitely differentiable and rapidly 

decreasing at infinity) and fields A(M 

2. The field A(x) ia hermitian and a acalar 

under the Poincare' group: 

(2.1) Aw , UtL) = A(U) , L 6 J>. 

3. The momentum operator haa the oontin-

uoua spectrum ^ \ 0 , po > o} , and a single discrete 

eigenvector Si. with O . 

4. The field A()0 is "local" in the aenae 

that 

(2.2) [A(*),A^i] = 0 for 

5. The domain 3) of states 

(2.3) ^-2 |A(^ - hi-' dXv XI 
v=o 

3 



with -f £ jD (Infinitely differentiate and with compact 

support) ia denae in H . 

For the interpretation of field theory, the follow

ing asaumptiona and definitiona were made: 

(a) The "preparation" of a "pure" atate 

oonaiats of measuring a complete aet of obaervables on 

the ayatema of an enaemble and aeleoting into a new enaem

ble those yielding certain results. Whatever the actual 

set of obaervablea has been, those results can be expressed 

by a wave function 

(2.4) f- •••KO 6 jD . 

Aa indicated, this function shall have a finite 

number n of "components", each of which ia infinitely 

differentiable and of compact aupport in i= 0,1,2,•••,n 

variables in space-time. The support of f , that ia, 

the union of the supports of each component in each of its 

variables, will in general be the region in space-time of 

the aotual meaaurement. Actually this can hold only for 

a single ayatem of an enaemble, but becauae of the homo

geneity of apace-time, meaaurements in different regions 

can be compared by a Lorentz transformation. 

(b) An "observation" is another meaaurement on 

the ensemble produced by the above preparation. Its pur

pose is to compare the atate *Yf with another one, , 
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that would be described by another wave function ? £ D • 

By "comparing" two states ^ and Tj. # a deter-

mination of the transition probability Pfj. , defined as 

the fraction of systems found in the state if all 

were prepared in , is meant. The relative location 

of preparation and observation of each member of the ensem

ble must be the same and will, in fact, be very important. 

Combining such an observation with a selection of success

ful systems becomes the preparation of another pure state, 

but this is not its main purpose. In no case, however, oan 

the observation verify that the ensemble is in the pure 

state , which would require observing a wave function 

(2.5) with Tk. = T-f . 

While in quantum mechanics such an k is merely a solu

tion of Schrodinger's equation with "f as the initial 

condition, Just has shown that the following axioms rule 

~ out the existence of such a function in field theory. 

(c) The states (2.3) of the domain J) £ iK. are 

the only ones needed for the interpretation of field 

theorj'-. 

This expresses the fact that preparations and 

observations as defined above employ exclusively those 

states, and the conviction that more complicated measure

ments are impossible. 

(d) tinder those restrictions on the wave functions 
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(2.4) caused by identities such as (2.2), each state (2.3) 

of the observable domain 3) £ K corresponds to a single 

func tion f 6 3D . 

A proof of this statement has been indicated by 

4 
Just. Besides allowing the formulation of the following 

axioms, it has the simplifying consequence that each 

observable state % e D may now be denoted by its wave 

function "F . Furthermore, the compact support of "f 

is a property of the state itself. 

(e) The probability of a transition from f to 

<| vanishes if Cj. lies spacelike to or in its 

past, P$ , 

Pf^ = O if (TC-^-Co for all % € f , ̂  ^ , 

(2.6) 

of if ^ P{ , 

and is the usual probability if Cj is wholly contained in 

the future Ef of f , and f contained in the past 

fV of ? ! 

Pf4= 1 i*" II 3 if* II f if2, 

(2.7) 

if ^ and ^ C . 

The symbol f here denotes not only the wave function or 

its corresponding state, but also its compact support. The 

future, p£ , of a compact set f consists of those 



points which lie in the future of at least one "Jt 6 "f 

and not in the past of any point in "f . The past, 

Pf , is defined correspondingly. The relative loca

tions of "f and mentioned in (2.6) and (2.7) are 

not all of the possible ones. But others, in some sense 

intermediate between these, are of less praotical impor

tance and nothing is to be asserted about Pf^. for them. 

The deviation (2.6) from the usual expression (2.7) is 

suggested by the well known fact that in general 

^ ° * even if 

(2.8)  

(X- O for U? , • 

Moreover, (2.6) nullifies the probability of a transition 

into the past. This possibility has never been taken too 

seriously, but so far it could not be ruled out formally. 

The distinction between (2.6) and (2.7) is allowed, of 

course, since a state (2.3) of X> & ~K uniquely deter

mines its wave function and, thus, its support. The scalar 

product needed in (2.7) is, from (2.3), 

(2.9) (Cj^)- ̂  d X d 
n,»n 

where 



This expression also yields || •f H = ("fiO an^ M ^ ̂ 

as well aa (^ »"F ) . When using the results in (2.7), 

however, one must oonaider the supports of "f and ^ 

(f) A single term of (2.3) is taken to represent 

the most general observable state of exactly n particles; 

its special case having 

f =• f.CXi) f*(X0 ' '* ffcCXK) with 

(2.3.°) t r , A 
(Xk- V-*) ^ for11 Tk £ JUc^j) TV and k ̂  » 

to represent the moat general state of n "independent" 

particles. 

While, according to nature, this axiom is not 

general enough, it corresponds to the restriction of this 

paper to scalar fields in order to simplify the discuaaion 

The definition of "independent" particle states provides 

for those states most interesting for scattering problems. 

In the practical preparation of a state such as (2.10), 

the axiom (2.6) is necessary; otherwise, (2.8) leads to 

difficulties unless one demands additionally the orthogo

nality ("ffe ,-f*) = C> for k =£ k • But this would 

unnecessarily restrict the states admitted for scattering. 

As a result of (2.2), the state with (2.10) is 

completely symmetric in its factors -fn. • 

This agrees with the empirical fact that only a single 

state is formed by n particles that are independently 
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prepared with relatively apaoe-like wave functions. To 

explain this and related properties of systems with many 

particles is the only purpose of the locality axiom (2.2), 

although it is generally introduced by saying that measure

ments in relatively spacelike regions should not disturb 

one another. But (2.8), which holds in spite of (2.2), 

disproves that usual justification. 

(g) If G> ia a bounded open aet in space-time, 

and £)<• the space of functions (2.4) that vanish outside 

© , the domain of states (2.3) with -p 6. JDe 

contains all those observable in e . 
Although thia implies (c), that statement was made 

separately because of its greater simplicity. By the 

theorem of Reeh and Schlieder,® every domain D© is dense 

in "X ; hence the states observable in any 0 G> 

are among the limits approached by aequenoea of states 

% e And these sequences are certainly infinite 

ones because a state 'V observable in G>f =£ 0 ia, 

according to (d), unobservable in © (unless suppYf=:G>). 

Note that it ia stated only that all states with •f £ Z)<p 

are with certainty unobservable in G . Which states 

are practically observable there is a difficult question? 

a very tentative and incomplete answer follows. 

(h) Practically observable in a region © of 

space-time are only those states $: e d. , the 

"simplicity" <r of which exceeds a value S determined 
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by the actual content of 0 in raaoroacopic matter. 

The "simplicity" Of of an observable state is to 

be a positive, decreasing function o f tlf , the highest 

number of arguments in its non-vanishing components, and of 

Ef , the expectation value of its energy. For example, 

b el - e 
(Tf = ( O. + C Bjf ^ with 

(2.11) 
a, b, c, d, e, = c.(7vuia. > o . 

In some respects, the axioms 1.-5. and (a)-(h) 

have the same logical status. Abstracted from phenomeno-

logical theories, they idealize certain aspects of nature. 

They should be simplified and improved or disproved by 

comparing their consequences with each other and with 

experiments. But one also finds great differences. . For 

example, 1.-5. should eventually be important in deter

mining the Wlghtman distributions, mentioned at (2.9). 

On the other hand, (a)-(h) are related to a theory of 

measurements which is as yet incomplete. This fact is even 

reflected in the incompleteness of the formulation of 

statements (e) and (h). This paper is to be concerned 

specifically with some of the consequences of statements 

(a)-(h). 



CHAPTER 3 

FREE PARTICLE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES 

Determining the wave funotlon of a free particle 

requires the measurement of a complete set of obaervablea, 

whioh Is problematic even with quantum mechanics. For 

example, for the translational motion, one usually tries 

to measure the momentum, and suffers restricted preoision 

beoause a reasonable localization is required. Realisti

cally, according to quantum mechanics, one should adopt a 

wave function 

fit) - (2-tr)3f {($) q jp 

iX i ^ 
with densities I f« and which agree 

with the observed ensemble distributions. In field theory 

the single particle states 

(3.1) = (j.Tr)"+ f f(p)etp*clp e D 

have, using (2.9), the soalar product 

(3.8) = - " 

~  1  f c p )  d p  »  

thus a position density is not easily defined, while the 
rv ^ 

momentum density is apparently W ( p )  I *f (p)j . Hence 

11 
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one should adopt, as the description of a free particle in 

field theory, a wave function (3.1) whose support in space-

time is the region of actual measurement and whioh has the 

momentum density of the ensemble. As vague as this proce

dure may sound, it is clearly sufficient in practice, and 

much more realistic than resorting to strictly nonexistent 

plane waves. 

The transition probability, Rfj. , into a state 

^ f"" may be determined by observing the systems of 

the ensemble when each is in the same location relative to 

its preparation. As explained above, the region of prepa

ration of each system is irrelevant, but the relative 

locations of preparation and observation muat be the same. 

In general, the apparatus related to <^, is not designed 

for making as large as possible, but for detecting 

another simple state, perhaps also describing a single par

ticle. In the simplest case the new apparatus is 

intrinsically the same as that having prepared f , but 

set up with another orientation and location in time and 

space, and with its velocities changed by the same .vector. 

Then 

(3.3) jC*) = f (U1 X) with A'yX"* t" 

where A makes any Lorentz transformation without re

flections. Thus for a pure translation, (3.2) and (3.3) 
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yleld r -xt>t ,*• 

(5.4) = J £ V<j»lf(p)l dp . 

Although nothing about the meaning of (3.4) haa 

been asserted for small translations, this case is briefly 

considered: 

(3.5) 1 - tV +•*• with 

. . ^ 7 .  
TT^v = J c p>M-7r/<)( pv-Trv) Vcp; I fcj>)| Jp 

where 'jT^, denotes the expectation value of the momentum, 

- /V % 

(3.6) TT^ — |-pfp)| c/p . 

The wave function "f is assumed to be normalized. If 

(3.5) were a transition probability, it should be largest 

in the direction of the average momentum Tf/U . Instead, 

it is largest if f is the eigenvector of corre

sponding to the smallest eigenvalue. Since TT/w is the 

tensor of momentum variances, (3.5) is largest for a trans

lation in the direction of the smallest uncertainty in 

momentum, A P/w • But in (3.5), |t. | L L \ Ap| ' > that 

13, It I must be much smaller than the related width of 

the support of "f(X) . In this case (2.6) and (2.7) assert 

nothing about the transition probability. This illustrates 

that interesting results from (3.4) can be expected only 

for large translations. 

Translations U large enough to satisfy the 

definition (2.7) of the transition probability will now be 



considered and the following question will be asked: 

"What is the probability P^cj. = Pit) of finding a par

ticle, having been prepared in a state "p , in a state 

cj, obtained from by a translation "t into the 

future?" Hence 

Pit) = | Fit)/Foil* with 
(3.7) 

F  ( t )  —  §  < £  f  p >  I  - f  ( p ) |  d p  .  

Unfortunately, no funotion of compact support is known 

which would allow explicit calculation of this integral. 

The following function is adopted with the expectation that 

the interesting results will be essentially the same as 

for an f £ D : 

P £[* X/f - to/z'] - i kx 
tcM = e 

(3.8) 

v/i th /\T ~ k / L , cL — . 

The five constant parameters k«.,k are to be 

restricted by 

k. > Ik I , f, <r , t > . 

^ thus V* *" 1 / f 

This function is both manageable and convenient, approach

ing a sharply localized function for (^(T, % -> O and a 

plane wave for 0~}X —> °° • inay be generalized by a 
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translation, or to a less isotropic function, but these 

cases will not be of interest here. 

The greatest difficulty in using (3.8) instead of 

an •f e t> is that a support must be ascribed to it In 

order to determine whether or not (3.7) is a transition 

probability. Most reasonably, (3.8) is taken to approx

imate a function f e a , the support of which has a 

width ~ 2-^2/^ in time, 2. JxT"<F in the longi

tudinal direction (with respect to k ), and ttx ~ 

In the transverse direction. Then in a rough approxima

tion, (2.7) requires 

(3.10) to > (^^" ) ~ and to S ("t \ . 

If the first condition is fulfilled, the latter condition, 

being exact, is necessary and sufficient for ^ C 

and "f C Pcj. when Cj.(K)"= . That is, 

and "f" are identical up to the translation of their sup

ports 

The Fourier transform of (3.8) is 

(3.11) 

Hp) = ( r r 

w i t h  5 . =  f e / l k l  ,  p i =  p - ( p - i ) U -  •  

Then (3.7) becomes 

(s.is) p(0 _ j p , 
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with 

= - f p*- r ( p.u-|k|-)S'-t(p-k,)J'- >*pt . 

Constant factors which would not appear in P(t) will 

henceforth be omitted from F(t) . 

If TVVp) is slowly variable for the relevant 

p (for which (3.11) is not negligible), (3.7) with 

(3.12) beoomes 

P(t)= Ht -ui'/r. tr/t] 

Whenever "t fulfills ( 3 . 10 ) ,  allowing PC"t) to be 

called a transition probability, the result (3.13) is very 

small and decreasing rapidly in all directions. For 

 ̂=. cr , no direction i3 preferred in space, although the 

wave packet (3.11) has a mean momentum O . This 

means that, in order to make a particle propagate as one 

would expect, ( p) must not be slowly variable. 

v 



CHAPTER 4 

PARTICLES WITH SHARP MASSES 

Since (p) — Cwuk. gives the rapid dissipa

tion found in (3.13), the opposite idealization will now 

be used, namely, a singular TVlf) with continuous 

part neglected! 

"V( f>) — &Cp) <T ( p^ KA2,) with 

(4.1) 

Then (3.11) becomes 

F(i) = dp with 

(4.2) X ̂  - T ( (T ( p-K)2"- (f- 0-) Pr 

~ ~  i  p o •  +  i  p - t  

and p© — u> — i|v pa ^ O . 

Henceforth either the non-relativis tic or the extremely 

relativistic approximation must be used: 

lo = \f m4, +• p1* ~ M. +- pl/?H 

(4.3) 
or ^ i p )  .  

As oan be seen from (4.2), the first will be good for 
Ml . C —* | 

|?0 , the second for Ik I ~ .In the 

non-relativistic case, the (/>"' is best replaced by a 

17 
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constant, such as )?© , in (4.2), although 

_ t _»x , 3 
~  VU  —  p / 3 u w t  

is manageable as -well. However, this latter approximation 

is valid only when the second term i3 small and its use in 

an integral over large values of p would be damaging. 

Using these approximations for the non-relativistio case 

in (4.2) yields 

F ( t )  =  p p j ^ r  C  * *  w i t h  
(4.4) 

ja. = +• ̂ >(WzY*"-h <rlkl) f 

where 

(4.5) 0 = t n» k o / m )  + f - i t * / z  m 
P Vzni)*-

With the definitions of 

^ k*M) + a fl"1 

(4.6) -

and V( ~ L 1 + t 

(3.7) with (4.4) becomes 

pto® rf fr? e-«r'p'v-,f'r^* 

(4.7) 

/ a <r KV "£• ® J k I ,T rTv \ 
With V = (_ - (t'ii)j 

For Y*. Pr - ̂  Pf , this expression has a minimum 
ate 

for t opposite to .In any case, the maximum 



occurs when t is given by 

•A *•* 
(4.8) t = 2- r  $ r  t  k /  ~  to ll/H .  

The last approximation implies t | I — k©/ Wl I (T , 

which means a good localization in time or an energy k« 

close to .In this case, (4.8) implies that the max

imum of (4.7) occurs for a translation satisfying 
!* 

mX 

t = Ii t o / V " - ,  

as one would expect. Thus the maximum transition proba

bility, given by (4.8) is 

<4,9) '[l f <Xrf/*.?}' 

If, instead of (4.8), t has this amount but 

makes an angle with k , then (4.7) yields for 

large "to ^ 

n/..\ n frT1 VrtCI-
Pi"*)- 'r «'«• 

with V (  f t  (K^ / V e t O ^ .  

This agrees with the "spreading of a free particle wave • 

packet" as considered in quantum mechanics. Furthermore, 
/ 

in all the above results' from (4.6) on one finds, whenever 

T I [- kVwi J t that the "measured energy" ke 

and the width of the localization in time drop out. 

This was to be expeoted from the assumption (4.1) of a 



sharp mass, thus effectively going over to the theory of 

a free field which becomes equivalent to quantum mechanics 

by the non-relativistic approximation (4.3). While these 

calculations! methods are similar to those used in the 

treatment of wave packets in quantum mechanios, the purpose 

and the conceptual background is different. 

If (4.3) is used in its extremely relativistic 

approximation, one obtains for (4.2) with f => (T s 

O0 

F (O — \ i-O ( C with 

(4.10) X ~ it 2 - >wt0 + »^T.t 

and plt — CO Cut ctx.& t <*. •©• Or>~ , 

-Jk a 

where oL is the angle between k and t . in 

order for this calculation to be meaningful, the major 

contribution to the integration over 00 must come from 

> > WL • That this is so may be seen from (4.2). 

If t la taken to be large such that <flkl ̂  ̂ 1^1 , 

integration by parts over •€>• yields 

- -azLox+b(A> 
P(t) = )tI ( £ c/w with 

cw 
(4.11) 

&  ̂ (.t f <r) and b — z(t 

A term with exponent has been neglected be« 

cause of its rapid fluctuation for large I t i  .  

Under the change of variables ^ = (aw-b/ia) , the 



lower limit may be extended to — oo since 

I t / 2 a* j * k° > > m. . 

Hence, except for irrelevant factors 

(4.12) Fit) = e /  a|t| 

An approximation to F(t) for small £ may 

be found by Integrating (4.10) by parts over -D- in the 

Y -* alternative manner, that is by assuming r 

The term corresponding to that neglected at (4.11) for rap

id fluctuation may not now be negleoted^for that reason, 

but is omitted because the region of integration in CO 

may not include the maximum of the gaussian. This approxi-

.mation, which is not nearly so good as that giving (4.12), 

provides ^ 
(t/aa) 

F(i) ~ 6- /2<rlkla. with 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

b  =  2  ( t  ko  +  < H M )  +  i  C l t l  C i ^ X e i  -  t o )  .  

Hence, from (3.7) 

Pit) = e (s.j-ikl / 111 ) whe re 

Ol'/l ~ 2<r|k| 

As one would expect, to maximize the transition proba

bility, the translation is taken along the light cone and 



In the direction of the momentum vector : 

(4.15) t = to k I (E| , 

Otherv/iae remarkable about this expreaaion la the lack of 

a dependence on whether the translation la apace-like 

( It J > t0 ) or time-like ( |t ( L to ) , showing 

the necessity for (2.7) in interpreting the result. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONSERVATION AND OTi-IER PROPERTIES OP THE MOMENTIM 

Thus far, It has been tacitly assumed that k Is 

the average value of the momentum. Also, it has been im

portant only that ke in the non-relativis tic case 

and |R.„> > m. in the relativistic case. If the proba-

bility density of the momentum were simply l^tp) I * 

auch oonaiderationa would be a matter of inapection of •ftp) 

itself; but here the desired quantities will be calculated 

from the actual momentum density. Since FCt) has been 

calculated, it may be expanded in powers of the translation 

"t to give 

(5.1) F(t>= U 

from which the average momentum (3.6) and the variance 

tensor (3.5) may be obtained. 

Expanding (4.4) after normalizing auoh that F«» = 1 
gi ve s 

(5.2) \-(t) - 1 + i k't - i (xw% iff t w)t"/zm* . 

The assumption, that 1(1 - k°/W | £ < p, (T , has been made, 

so that ^ =r (.2 f )-1 9 )fr rr • According to (5.1), 
—» "j* 
Ifc fe and ^ + XT)/ZWI • According 

to the condition .for good localization, ff* and Kyf^, 

23 
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"j/p and Vo- will always be neglected compared to KYI 

hence 

. —• (wJfc <• 

(5.3) TT = fe- and 7T ' = M + fe /* • 

For the momentum uncertainties, (4.7) gives 

(6.4) |F(t)Ia = 1 - y V - — . 

which gives on comparison with (3.5) the uncertainties 

menta, respectively, in perfect agreement with Heisenberg's 

uncertainty relations. On the other hand, no uncertainty 

of the energy appears. Also, it is remarkable that neither 

appear in (5.3) and (5.4). This is the result of the as

sumption (4.1) of a sharp mass, which relates each momentum 

component to the three others. That the energy rather than 

a spatial momentum component plays a preferred role above 

is, of course, due to the non-relativistic approximation. 

For the relativistic case (4.13) is normalized 

such that F<o)» i and expanded for small t to give 

and of the transverse and longitudinal mo 

does the average "energy" ^ of the wave packet (3.8) 

(5.5) 
F i t }  = 1 - 8  r r ° t '  +  j f r ( t ' U )  +  •  • •  

Hence ff =TT° k/ | k | , whatever ff ° may be. Thus if 

k* is taken exactly equal to , then one gets 



(5.6) ITM — k. 

Because of the reasons disoussed preceding (4.13), it may 

have only a qualitative importance for some purposes. For 

example, (4.13) gives the following, 

(5.7) | F(t} |a = 

from which ofte may conclude only that the momentum uncer

tainties in the temporal or longitudinal directions are 

nr or J (p1 , while that in the transverse direction 

is much smaller. 

In order to study the conservation of momentum, 

the average momentum must be changed in addition to making 

a translation t of the wave function. Hence (3.11) 

with k - ki , is to be oompared with a wave function 

(5.8) 

by calculating 

(5.9) F(l. i-t) = ( = ^e/MVtp)dp 

where 

/ I s  *  P  - t -  t  (  k ^ + K )  
.(5.10) / ' ' r 

— f- o- ~ 
— <r p - c p0 , 

The longitudinal and transverse widths of the v/ave packet 

have been set equal. Thus, from (2.8), the probability of 

a transition that involves the translation "t into the 
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future of ^ , but which violates the conservation of 

energy and momentum if I?, 4= kz » is 

(5.11) p(t) = | j=;*o / f;,(O) 5x(t)| . 

The integral (5.9) with (5.10) and (4.1) can be 

calculated by the methods used before; however, no longer 

can any factor which depends on k be omitted. In the 

non-relativiatic case it is found that 

(5.12) P  ̂6,**  ̂ where 

7. •=• y P ( I - ? y £°/VtVrfei + <r"£> + i t) 

with V— (?-0 an(3 r= [i + ( X t o / M )  3  .  

The approximation for has been made for the same 

reason as that following (5.2). Hence (5.11) becomes 

(5.13) FCt) = 

As it should be, the probability of a violation of 

momentum conaervation decreases as the magnitude of the 

difference in momentum increases. The corresponding state

ment about the energies and ^ is inferred from 

(5.3) as they are determined by |?i and K . Con

trary to what one might have expected, however, (5.13) 

does not decrease with the time f, 0 , but eventually 

even increases. However, if the spatial width {<T1 of 



the wave packet ia Increased, (5.13) becomes sharply oon-

centrated at . 

In the extremely relatlvistio case, (5.9) ia 

evaluated by the aame methoda used in calculating (4.12). 

Hence for large translations such that 0~jk, | f (Tlkif Li- \t) * 

( b / z c t f  

(5.14) Ftxtt) — C' / Ct 111 where 

b =[t (fe,*+(!l)t<r(k1+feiVt//t| + j (Itl-t.jlf. 

Then (5.11) becomes 

(5.15) p(t) = e_/< l i l l k * l  fa.r/|t| )z 

ZQ?fx = + + A*" 

"•* I* 
with h> — O only when fe, ~ ki. ~ ~t . 

Thus the probability of a momentum non-conserving transi

tion has a relative maximum just when momentum ia 

conserved, that ia, when ki - k* as one would expeot, 

and an absolute maximum under the further conditions 
—* «•* . 
K ̂  t and |"t 1 ~ .to . It ia perhaps inter

esting that a relative maximum is also obtained for a 

momentum non-conserving case, namely when 

(fei° - kz) = <r( jL- k.) -1 / jt | 1 . 
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However, this may be only a reault of the approximation 

used to obtain (4.13). But the "sharpness" of the absolute 

maximum increases with <T and t • Hence in both the 

non-relativiatic and relativiatio cases, the "sharpness" of 

the transition probability for momentum conservation in

creases with the "sharpness" of the definition of the 

momentum in the two states. 



CHAPTER 6 

MORE COMPLICATED MASS SPECTRA 

The two cases considered thus far are unrealistic 

idealizations. An aotual Wightman distribution will nei

ther be so slowly variable that "propagating" particles are 

not found at all, nor will it yield a single sharp mass as 

it would in the theory of a "free" field. It is expected 

that Cp) will show some kind of singularity at a 

"threshold" p =. YVL , but with no separation from its 

continuous part which arises from interaction with massless 

particles such as photons and gravitons. It will be seen 

that such an "infrared" singularity yields practically the 

same behavior of the related particle as the (f -singular

ity. A realistic will also show "bumps" related 

to unstable particles or resonances. Although this is 

nothing new, its appearance in this formalism will be 

demonstrated. Finally, a simple model yielding two parti

cles will be considered. 

The precise form of the infrared singularity is not 
g 

known, but the following form is indioated: 

(6.1) 'WVp) = £cp) &( f-m?) 

with o /L t -

29 
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This will be considered aa a model. Putting p° = u>+K 

with U) aa in (4.3), one obtaina for (3.7) with (6.1): 

f 3 )i 2KK-tXl 

(6.2) F(t) - i d p e [^3L«otx)i J %  

with K=r X  i  V / Z  

and X ia the aame aa in (4.2). Upon integration by 

parta and dropping a oonatant factor one obtaina 

Fit) = £ e*1 x£ ' d?p with 

(6.3) — j" ^ITOOdx/ and 
o e> 

ZKJC-IK* c,| 
V ( K )  =  6 -  ( 2  u >  - t - x )  .  

The mean value of X defined here cannot lpe calculated 

exaotly, but a rough eatimate will suffice since only the 

rapidity of ita change will be intereating. The quantity 

should be among thoae values of X for which 

| AT(X) j la eapecially large, which are 

£ £ 
X  =  U x / t  t p l  

with |ot | | ^( \ . In the non-relativiatic caae 

where (A> ~ fet, X. Wl , one may assume 

~ (a va. + I t" /X )C , 

where ct an(3 b are two other numbers of the order 

of magnitude one. Since £<<. 1 the quantity (%c UOZ ) 

ia in any case alov/ly variable in compariaon to the other 
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parts of the Integrand of (4.2). Thus the "infra partiole" 

related to (6.1) and that for a sharp mass defined by (4.1) 

will behave practically alike, not only in the limit o , 
"•3 A 

but also in the realistic case £ £r /£> . 

In order to obtain an unstable partiole, the fol

lowing assumption will be made: 

(6.4) 

with YYi. t V ^ > O . 

Then (3.7) becomes 

F(t)— -|p ^d3p UM 4~cp>l c(po 
(6.5) (PI 

with ^ YY^" +• p* - i JT1 . 

In figure 1 the integration occurs along the line R . 

If the integrand in (6.5) is analytically continued into 

the complex p„ . -plane, integration may be performed 

around the lower half-plane. This is so because 

i r *, * x r I / 
(6.6) I T tp ) "T (p) I ^ r\ 6 

with tr Cin the -plane and JX is the tem

poral width of the support of 

(6.7) JMf) | for "X, f. 

Hence, integration along the infinitely large lower half-

circle gives nothing for te,y JU . This is just the 
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Figure: THE COMPLEX P°-PLANE. The four poles of the 
integrand of (6.5) and the contours R and N 
are shown. 
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requirement of (2.7) for a translation "t to be large 

enough to allov/ the interpretation of (6.5) as a transition 

amplitude. Then (6.5) becomes 

(6.8) F"^) = z" f e f ftp")Iff) p:' dpi 
I p.=st 

+ £w(t) 

where i3 the result of integration over the con-

tour f\j (Figure 1). if -ftp) is small for 

"unphysioal" p , £w(t) may be neglected. Then 

(6.5) with (3.11) yields, up to a constant factor, (4.2) 

with CA> replaced by JTL . In the non-relativistio 

approximation, _TL = Wt x){)/2 y/\ , one gets instead 

• of (4.4) 

r, . ~ rxn -M-tt'/m 
(6.9) f it) = |6 f  J L e 

where (to) an<^ |£<r(it>) have been replaced every

where by ^(i6) = with to ~ tQ -(.t+OX/W • 

Also, terms in are to be neglected under the as-

sumption \ L.JL Tfl . The corresponding expression for 

(3.7) is then 

- t v z *  D / A  
(6.10) 

with TjWt / ̂ - ̂cnui", > o . The function P o t t ' )  
denotes the corresponding result (4.7) for ~ 0_ , but 

delayed in time by • Hence the shorter 

the "lifetime" , the less effective is the normal 
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spreading of the wave packet. Whether this effect is real

izable is not known. Otherwise, the particle related to 

(6.4) shows all the effects disoussed above for the stable 

particle related to (4.1), and additionally the exponential 

deoay with lifetime t* • 

The preferred role of the time in (6.7) 

comes from the non-relativistic approximation, but from 

Lorentz invariance other cases need not be considered. In 

fact, the calculation for a particle at rest would have 

been sufficient, but relating this decay to the non-

relativistic calculation (4.7) was simpler. Some features 

o f  t h i s  c a l c u l a t i o n  s h o u l d  b e  o b s e r v e d .  F i r s t ,  w h e n  F d )  

cannot be evaluated as indicated by (6.8), then it is not 

interesting because (2.7) is not satisfied. Second, SJt) 

most probably does not vanish exactly because the analytic 

function can merely be small for "unphyslcal" 

p , but not identically zero. Also, the integral 

around the pole at —51- gives a decreasing exponential, 

which insures that this contribution does not become over

whelming in the future. 

It is now assumed that the basic field yields par

ticles of two different masses, one whioh is stable of mass 

Wj, and an unstable one of mass fYl,> - Thus using, 

instead of (6.4), 

(6.H) ^p)= ©(p) + VC,L(pl-Mia)%-VXf''^P) B(f> * 



where the constants Q, ̂ Ca, , if are to be real 

and positive, one obtains in the non-relativistic case 

(6.18) F<t) = F, U) + F»tt) 

with F, given essentially by (4.4) and p2 by (6.9). 

Omitting some factors from the terms of (6.12) and assum

ing, for simplicity, an isotropic wave function such that 

p s= <T , one gets 

F,(*> = c, I with 

(6.13) 

fA = -(i jnfli + Y/̂ irvi,)t0 + jS( (t/SL-vg-k") - t KM, ; 

moreover, Fj. (i) follows by replacing V by 

Cj2.,Wi, O • Approximations to be employed here are 

the usual assumption that I- fe#/w) <T disoussed be

fore, the assumption to ̂  I, » fT , where is 

the lifetime of the partiole associated with (6.13), and 

the assumption that "to is large compared with 2M\<T • 

The second condition assures that (2.7) is satisfied and 

that the time delay discussed after (6.10) is not signif

icant (ift«f = <r) • All three conditions allow 

the approximations 

(6.14) and . 

Then (6.14) has 

JA = (£0-tyit6>)-2.g-m((t'k)/to-»- Yt%M i - t w, 
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where the second part of the imaginary term may be neglect

ed since, for a translation (4.8), (fc/t^ ~ ^ ̂ ̂ 

in the non-relativistic approximation. Under these approx

imations (6.13) becomes 

F, (i) = C% / tl 6 ^ with 

(6.15) 

JA = (ifih + Y./lMriti-Wm, (i>i)/t0~7: kotft, . 

For the unnormalized transition probability (6.12) yields 

(6.16) IF(t)| = t,3 £<(>,% ip*+ Zip, ((i O^CMrWiVU}} 

where «?•*>/*• + 

with i- \ } Z aad 0 • 

Three of the effects described by (6.16) have been 

seen earlier: the spread of the wave packet indicated by 
— 3 

, the preference for a translation "t in the direc-

tion of k , and the exponential decay of the unstable 

particle. New is the interference between the two masses 
' j 5. 

which makes to I r (*i)) change approximately periodically 

between j (p, -f- (p^ j Z and / If, • If Y', ~ af is 

large and not too small, then (p^ is small and 

the (p, terra oscillates rapidly, leaving only the term 

tpx as important. This shows that only the singular part 

of (6.11) is important, as assumed at (4.1), if the contin

uous part is slowly variable. 



However, if V ia very small and JV), sr , 
O O 

the periodic change between I (f», and j i£a.| 

oould be observable. In fact, this la similar to obser

vations of coherent interference between long and short

lived componenta of the neutral kaona, v/here the absolute 

value of the mass difference - W},x haa been determined 

7  
from the intensity variation. 
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